DELIVERY CONSIDERATIONS
PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION BEFORE SELECTING ANY OF THE PARTICULAR VEHICLES BELOW:

WAGON AND DRAG OR ‘DRAWBAR’
We can detach the trailer, and tranship the product using a rigid vehicle - however there must be private land to leave the trailer on. The land must be flat and someone must stay with the trailer.

CURTAIN SIDER / FLATBED
Ensure you order either forklift packs or palletized packs. Also your customer will require a forklift on site to offload.

EXTENDING VEHICLE
We can service your order on an extending vehicle but remember our vehicles are STILL ARTICULATED even when closed.

Our delivery team can be contacted on 0345 606 2468.
REMEMBER: WE WON’T OFF LOAD ON SITE IF THERE’S A SAFETY ISSUE SUCH AS.....

If you require delivery of blocks onto your own pallets they must be of sufficient quality to support the load. If the pallets are damaged, we may not be able to load onto them.

Tarmac drivers are not insured to lay pallets out - please speak to your site contact and ask them to get them ready and this will help to speed up our offload. If you can provide us with a site contact name and number we can advise an estimated time of arrival.

Working together helps to deliver safely and promptly.

Parking across pavements or on double yellow lines

Unfortunately we are unable to stack blocks more than 2 packs high on building sites or 3 packs high for yard stockists.

Muddy Sites

Overhead Cables

Parking

Offloading

Aggregate Block Stacking
To find out more about our range of BLOCKS and the best solution for your project call **0345 606 2468**
Check out our U-value Calculator [www.tarmac.com/u-value-calculator](http://www.tarmac.com/u-value-calculator)